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What Does the Recent US Stock Market Action Mean for 2019? (p2) After the worst year in a decade, what do 

valuations, fundamentals, and sentiment indicate for domestic equity markets in 2019? 

Sell the News - The US Dollar and Multi-Asset Class Investing (p6) Tailwinds driving a historic move in the US 

dollar in 2018 could shift in 2019, helping multi-asset class investing. 

Credit Markets Showing Great Uncertainty (p9)  The flattening of the yield curve indicates the general expec-

tation that economic growth will slow in 2019.  

Universal Life Insurance in a Low Rate Environment (p11) We highly recommend ordering an inforce          

illustration from your insurance company to review the details of your life insurance policy.  
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Global equities briefly entered bear market status as US bond yields fell.  

While unemployment remained at cycle lows, economic growth slowed.  
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The old saying “stock prices follow earnings” was not in effect during 2018.  The S&P 500 delivered 

outstanding earnings growth of 22% during the year.  However, this impressive earnings growth 

coincided with the worst performance for the S&P 500 in over 10 years, along with one of the worst 

single quarters since 1940.  Practically overnight, the consensus shifted from overly bullish and   

believing in global synchronized growth, to overly bearish and calling for a recession. 

What happened?  Many factors contributed to this volatile market action, but generally three causes 

contributed the most.  First, as the negative trade war rhetoric escalated, investors began to see  

indications of economic slowing outside the US.  Much of this weakness, especially in China, was in 

many ways due to the trade war and associated tariffs.   At the same time, investors began to fear 

the Federal Reserve would overtighten by raising short-term interest rates too much, thus stunting 

our long economic expansion.  As assorted economic releases started to peak and show weakness, 

these fears accelerated.   Finally, the economic metrics morphed into fears of peak earnings growth, 

as it appears the third quarter of 2018 will be the peak growth rate of this cycle. 

In review, markets were a tale of two halves.  The first half of 2018 saw easy earnings comparisons, 

falling corporate tax rates, low interest rates, low inflation, and high growth expectations.  These 

positive factors quickly reversed in the second half of 2018 as investors braced for the effect of 

higher interest rates and higher inflation, just as earnings growth rates were peaking, earnings  

comparisons were becoming difficult, and valuations were 10-15% above average. 

What was the result?  The main five results were as follows.  First, volatility spiked after years of 

low volatility.  Second, and more obvious, stock market returns were negative as investors sold due 

to these fears.  Third, short term interest rates rose from 0% to a present Fed Funds range of 

2.25%-2.50%.  Additionally, the ten-year US Treasury yield rose to 3.25% at one point – low         

historically, but the highest level since 2011.  Fourth, the yield curve flattened where short-term 

interest rates nearly matched long-term rates.  This indicated slower future economic growth, and 

possibly a recession on the horizon.  Finally, and potentially very importantly, equity valuations 

plummeted.  For example, the S&P 500 valuation fell from a forward P/E of 17 on October 1 to only 

14 on December 31 – a major drop in only a single quarter.   

As we start 2019, what do valuations, fundamentals, and sentiment indicate for domestic equity 

markets?  According to our work in analyzing long-term valuation history, the fair valuation point 
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What Does the Recent US Stock Market Action Mean for 2019?  

By: Justin W. McNichols, CFA 

In this article:  After the worst year in a decade, what do valuations,                      

fundamentals, and sentiment indicate for domestic equity markets in 2019? 
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In this article:  Consumer confidence is rising, but whether it will propel     spend-

ing is a question.  

for P/Es and interest rates is approximately a P/E of 15.5 with ten-year US Treasury rates at a bit 

over 5%.  When interest rates are lower than 5%, fair value P/Es float higher and vice-versa.  On an 

interest rate adjusted basis, the S&P 500 ought to trade above a 17 P/E.  This simply means unless 

earnings fall or interest rates spike, there is meaningful upside for US stocks.  Even if earnings 

growth was revised down to 0% (no growth), there is at least 10% upside to fair value at present 

interest rates.  Below we have inserted a valuation grid to show different S&P 500 price scenarios 

with varying earnings and P/Es.  The bold figures around 2,500 equate to where the S&P 500 trades 

coming into 2019.  For example, if earnings fall by 5% and the S&P 500 trades at a P/E of 16 – the 

S&P 500 would be at 2,493 or near the end of 2018 level. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fundamentally, investors are becoming quite bearish as many cyclical industries such as           

homebuilders, semiconductors, and airlines have recently guided down future earnings estimates.  

Some of these situations were due to rising interest rates; others were due to short-term             

oversupply or tough earnings comparisons.  However, inventories have been falling throughout the 

economy recently.  If this continues, they will need to be replenished, and the replenishment will be 

a tailwind for the economy.  Additionally, Chinese economic stimulus could reach markets by the 

second half of 2019.  Finally, if the multi-year strong US dollar trend can slow or reverse, the US 

economy and especially heavy exporters would be helped.  

Next is sentiment.  To our investment team, sentiment is only a focus in our analysis at extremes. At 

extremes, sentiment can be an excellent tool in surmising when markets, an industry, or a           

company’s stock has reached an extreme high or low.  The fourth quarter of 2018 was one of those 

periods when sentiment became important because it indicated a massive amount of bearishness, a 

phenomenon that can aid the bottoming process.  Investor sentiment polls for both professionals 

and individual investors became very bearish in December.  While over 60% of investors were   
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bullish at September highs, fewer than 30% were bullish at December lows.  Additionally, investors 

withdrew nearly $50 billion from US equity funds during the last three weeks of 2018.  This was a 

near record amount of panic. 

Finally, in analyzing the fourth quarter of 2018, which was the 9th worst single quarter since 1940, 

the OPCM investment team wanted to provide some perspective on what a devastating quarter   

typically means for future returns.   In the table below, we list the 10 worst quarters since 1940.   

For each of the 10 worst quarters, we show the S&P 500 return one year later and three years later.  

Of the nine prior to 2018, only one period saw a negative return one year after, which was the   

quarter ended September 30, 2001.  The 9/11 terrorist attacks occurred in this quarter, and         

obviously affected markets and the entire globe for the next year.  In looking at three year returns, 

there was not a single negative return, and the average rise was 41%.  This history bodes well for 

the S&P 500’s future. 

Source: OPCM 
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RETURN 1-YEAR RETURN 3-YEARS

QUARTER RETURN LATER LATER

1974  -  3Q -26% 33% 54%

1987  -  4Q -23% 13% 34%

2008  -  4Q -22% 23% 39%

1962  -  2Q -21% 31% 69%

1946  -  3Q -18% 7% 24%

1970  -  2Q -18% 37% 42%

2002  -  3Q -17% 22% 50%

2001  -  3Q -15% -22% 7%

1990  -  3Q -14% 27% 50%

2018  -  4Q -14% ??? ???

AVERAGE = -19% 19% 41%

TEN WORST S&P 500 QUARTERS SINCE 1940
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To summarize 2018 and our thoughts into early 2019, last year was a poor year for all asset classes, 

as it was the first year without a positive return for any asset class (except cash) in at least 50 years.  

In the US, the S&P 500 was recently pricing in negative 5% earnings growth and higher interest 

rates.  According to our research, many industries are pricing in a full recession and have solid    

risk/reward ratios.  Sentiment was extremely negative at the recent low, which is a positive going 

forward.  Just as expectations were elevated at the summer highs with a 17 P/E and rising interest 

rates, expectations are now low at a 15 P/E and interest rates potentially peaking with the Federal 

Reserve shifting to neutral.  As we move deeper into 2019, expect more volatility during earnings 

season from mid-January through February.  However with expectations reduced, companies that 

can guide to any meaningful growth while trading at a discount could be rewarded.   
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A market saying is to “sell the news”, implying that by the time news is released, it is already priced 

into an asset’s price. Exhibit A: On January 24, 2018, a prominent media outlet hyped a headline 

touting, “The stock market is off to its best start in 31 years and that bodes well for the rest of 2018.” 

Instead, 2018 staggered to a close with the lowest percentage of global asset classes posting positive 

returns since 1920, according to Deutsche Bank. As the table below highlights, there were two parts 

to 2018: Pre-Hype, positive growth expectations drove risk appetite, reflected in a weakening US 

dollar, a steepening yield curve, strong global asset returns, negative bond returns, and tepid         

volatility; Post-Hype, these flipped.  

While the US dollar is not the sole driver of global asset class returns, it captures the major 2018  

dynamics that impacted the Post-Hype regime, particularly Foreign Equity and Natural Resource 

returns, and it is informative as to how 2019 could unfold.   

 

The US Dollar’s Historic Strength and Shifting Drivers 

The US dollar’s shift from a high-single digit decline in late January, to low-teen increase in late     

November, was the strongest shift from trough to peak in over 20-plus years outside of the financial 

crisis, as the chart below shows.   
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Sell the News - The US Dollar and Multi-Asset Class Investing  

By: Ben T. Viemeister, CFA 

In this article:  Tailwinds driving a historic move in the US Dollar in 2018 could 

shift in 2019, helping multi-asset class investing. 
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Drivers of the US dollar fall into three main categories:  

1) Relative Interest Rates 

2) Relative Growth Rates 

3) Technical Factors 

All three were tailwinds for the US dollar, helping it in 2018. These tailwinds could shift and          

potentially turn into headwinds in 2019.  

Relative interest rates shifted in the US dollar’s favor in 2018. The Federal Reserve raised US  

benchmark interest rates four times while most other central banks did not raise rates, thus        

widening the US yield advantage, incentivizing investors to demand US-denominated assets and 

strengthening the US dollar. In 2019, however, interest rate futures imply that consensus expects no 

Federal Reserve interest rate hikes in 2019, but even if there is one or two, 2019 could have fewer 

than 2018. The European Central Bank, meanwhile, ceased its bond-buying program in December 

2018 as it edges toward raising interest rates. Less frequent interest rate hikes by the Federal      

Reserve, coupled with foreign central banks incrementally moving to tighter policy, could prove a 

headwind for the US dollar. 
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Sell the News - The US Dollar and Multi-Asset Class Investing  
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Relative growth for the US accelerated versus global peers in 2018, which helped attract foreign   

inflows to purchase US assets, buoying the US dollar. US growth was helped by tax cuts and easier 

growth comparisons. US Manufacturing PMI was in line with the Global Manufacturing PMI in        

November 2017, but expanded to a 4 point premium in October 2018, indicating stronger US growth. 

This growth advantage shrank from 4 points to 2 points by the end of 2018. During this reversal   

period, foreign markets performed relatively well versus US equity markets.  Entering 2019, the US 

faces tougher growth comparisons than foreign markets. US earnings growth is estimated by         

consensus to be only 1% higher than MSCI All-Country World ex-US in 2019 after being 14% higher 

in 2018. In such an environment, US dollar-denominated assets could appear less compelling,        

removing a tailwind for the US dollar.  

 

Why the Dollar Matters for Portfolios 

As the initial table demonstrated, the surge in the US dollar coincided with a sharp sell-off in cyclical 

US equities, Foreign Equities, and Natural Resources.   

For cyclical US equities, a stronger dollar makes exporting to foreign countries less competitive since 

US dollar-denominated goods are more expensive for foreign buyers. Inasmuch as the stronger US 

dollar reflects a flight to safety, lower risk appetite also means less corporate confidence and          

investment in capital expenditures, among other behavior not supportive of cyclical sector returns.  

For Foreign Equities, returns are a function of the local currency return and changes in that country’s 

currency versus the US dollar. As the US dollar appreciates, the US investor’s return in Foreign       

Equities declines. 

For Natural Resources, commodities are priced in US dollars, so a rising US dollar makes                

commodities less attractive for foreign buyers. Further, a stronger dollar driven by fears about global 

trade and growth hurts commodities, from oil to industrial metals, particularly given how important 

Chinese demand is for global commodities. 

 

Conclusion 

Just as getting caught up in the hype headlines of January 2018 was imprudent, becoming overly 

bullish on the US dollar and bearish on most other assets at this point seems unwise. Tailwinds     

aiding the US dollar in 2018 could dissipate in 2019, aiding Foreign Equities, Natural Resources, and 

other global assets. Now could be another case where it is wise to sell the news. 
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Sell the News - The US Dollar and Multi-Asset Class Investing  
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Bond markets in the fourth quarter experienced a significant amount of volatility as investors        

attempted to gauge the extent of further Federal Reserve tightening and the likelihood of an          

economic slowdown as we move into 2019. For the full year, the broad US bond market return was 

flat while yields vacillated dramatically in the final months of the year. 

The benchmark 10-year Treasury began the fourth quarter yielding 3.05% and quickly shot up to a 

high of 3.24% on November 8th before plummeting to 2.69% on December 31st. The Fed continued 

with its tightening campaign, raising short-term interest rates another 0.25% on December 19th to a 

range of 2.25-2.50%, despite unprecedented criticism from President Trump. Meanwhile, the yield 

curve continued to flatten and market pundits fretted about the possibility of a recession developing 

in 2019 or 2020. 

As of this writing, the spread (or difference) between 10-year Treasury yields and 2-year Treasury 

yields stands at 21 basis points (0.21%) versus a spread of 54 basis points (0.54%) at the beginning 

of 2018. Many in the press have noted that every recession since World War II has been preceded by 

an inverted yield curve which occurs when short-term interest rates are higher than long-term     

interest rates. In early December, the yield on the 5-year Treasury dipped below the yield on the       

2-year Treasury, causing everyone to panic that the rest of the curve would imminently invert.  

However, it is important to note that not every inverted yield curve has resulted in an economic   

recession. For example, in 1998, 5-year yields dipped below 2-year yields but the rest of the curve 

did not follow suit. And no recession developed. 

From our perspective, the flattening of the yield curve indicates the general expectation that          

economic growth will slow in 2019. This should not come as a surprise given the strong growth we 

experienced in 2018 – much of which was helped by substantial fiscal stimulus (the tax cuts). But 

this alone doesn’t guarantee we’ll see a recession. Nonetheless, given the uncertainty of the current 

economic picture, we believe the prudent approach is to maintain our long-held stance in 3 to 6-year 

maturities and a continued focus on high-quality bonds. 

 

 

Credit Markets Showing Great Uncertainty 

By: Charles J. Else 

In this article:  The flattening of the yield curve indicates the general expectation 

that economic growth will slow in 2019.  
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Average Money Market Fund 0.56% 10 Yr. AAA Muni Bond 2.29%

5 Yr. AAA Muni Bond 1.93%
10 Yr. AA Corporate 

Bond—Long Term
3.65%

5 Yr. AA Corporate 

Bond—Intermediate
3.24% 10 Yr. U.S. Treasury 2.67%

30 Yr. Fixed Rate Mortgage 

(Conforming)
4.51%

Bond Market Yields 12/31/2018

Credit Markets Showing Great Uncertainty 
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A few years ago, a new client asked me to review a "universal" life insurance policy that she bought 

in the early 1990's. The insurance company had recently increased her annual premiums by a 

whopping 32% and the policy would soon lapse unless she opened up her wallet. Suffice it to say, 

she was equally surprised and perturbed. The broker sold her on the "flexibility" of the premium 

payments with universal life; flexibility that doesn't exist with term or whole life policies.               

Unfortunately, her broker conveniently forgot to mention that the flexibility of "universal" policies 

can also come with steep costs. 

My client's dilemma is not unique and is ubiquitous among carriers who sell universal life              

insurance. In fact, as recently as 2015, insurance carriers like Voya, John Hancock, and     

Transamerica faced lawsuits for increasing annual premiums in universal life insurance policies by 

double and even triple digits.1 While some of the lawsuits were successful, many more were not. If 

you read the fine print (which most consumers do not), insurance companies are contractually    

allowed to adjust insurance costs up to a maximum cap rate. Oftentimes, this premium cap is much 

steeper than when initially underwritten.  

The two questions you're probably asking yourself are: Why did these insurance companies - out of 

the blue - raise their premiums by such a hefty percentage? How can I make sure that this doesn't 

happen to me? Before I delve into both questions, it is first important to cover both how insurance is 

generally priced and which factors make universal policies especially unique. 

 

Cost of Life Insurance 

Per the American Academy of Actuaries in Washington DC, there are a number of factors that go  

into the cost of all life insurance. Some of the factors include: projected investment returns,         

mortality expectations, anticipated operating costs, policy lapse rates, and taxes. 

The cost analysis for "permanent" policies is much more complicated than for term policies.         

Permanent insurance (e.g. whole life, universal, variable) is different from term insurance in that 

not only does it not expire, but it provides a "cash value" to the owner. 

Unlike with term insurance, for cash value policies, when one pays a premium, the payment is      

allocated into three buckets. The first bucket is the cost of insurance or death benefit (based on age, 
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Universal Life Insurance in a Low Rate Environment:  

A Case Study Examining the Importance of Inforce Illustrations 

By: Daniel M. Haut, CFP®, CIMA®  

In this article: We highly recommend ordering an inforce illustration from your 

insurance company to review the details of your life insurance policy.  
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health, and morbidity risk of the insured). The second bucket pays for the insurance company's   

operating costs, administration, and profits. The third bucket will go toward the policy's cash value, 

which is generally invested in a conservative portfolio of long-term government bonds. 

The cost of life insurance is directly linked to the age of the insured. Therefore, with permanent   

policies, younger owners allocate a greater percentage of their premium towards building up a cash 

value because the cost of insurance is small in the earlier years. As the policy owner ages, the        

opposite happens. A relatively larger allocation of the premium payment goes towards the cost of 

the insurance relative to the cash value. At that point, however, the cash value has already been   

accruing for a while and is often sizable.  

 

Cash Value Accrual 

While permanent policies are different than term policies, there are unique differences between the 

various types of permanent policies. These differences are especially true in terms of how their cash 

value grows. For instance, whole life policies provide "guaranteed" cash value accounts that grow at 

a specified and formulaic rate. Variable life policies place the cash value into investment "sub       

account" funds that perform relative to the portfolio's asset allocation. Universal policies, however, 

grow their funds based on the current interest rate environment.  

In a rising interest rate environment (e.g. early 1980's and 1990's), it can be great to own a           

universal policy. After all, the cash value accrual is commensurate with rising yields. As bonds 

owned by the insurance company mature, the proceeds are refinanced into even higher yielding 

bonds which is great for the policy owner. Further, the "flexibility" of owning a universal policy - 

euphemistically speaking - allows the owner to pay premiums whenever they want, unlike with 

term or whole life policies. 

When the owner of a universal policy has a large cash value during a period of rising rates, they 

have quite a bit of flexibility. For one, they can take out a loan against the cash value (e.g. college, 

home renovation, etc.). If they opt to not pay back the loan, it is simply deducted from the face value 

or death benefit. Second, they can supplement their retirement income by using the cash value as an 

annuity. Third - and the most popular option - they can fund future premium payments with the 

built up cash value. It is not uncommon for owners of universal life insurance to eventually forego 

premium payments altogether, with the expectation that the cash value balance will continue to foot 

the bill into perpetuity.  
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Universal Life Insurance in a Low Rate Environment 
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Unfortunately, the flexibility offered by universal policies would help create the perfect storm in 

2008, as the global economy suffered the greatest recession in nearly 80 years. 

 

Housing Crisis Leads, Low Interest Rates, and Rising Premiums 

At the end of 2008, Lehman Brothers, Bear Sterns, and Country Wide had all collapsed. Fannie Mae 

and Freddie Mac were on life support. The auto industry (Ford, GM) were on the ropes and          

reeling. With the economy in free fall, the Federal Reserve - led by Ben Bernanke - lowered the    

Federal Funds rate to 0.25% on December 17, 2008, which was the 10th cut that year. In fact, from 

December 2008 until December 2015, the Federal Reserve's monetary policy kept interest rates at 

effectively 0% in order to stimulate an ailing economy.2  

As interest rates sunk to record lows post housing crisis, life insurance companies were hamstrung 

with bond portfolios providing historically low coupons. To add insult to injury, unrealistic actuarial 

projections forced many insurance companies to continue to credit cash values according to         

previously high guaranteed rates. With interest rates bottoming, and insurers unable to match the 

duration of their assets with their liabilities, they were forced to increase their premiums in order 

to drive a profit.3   

In the meantime, many owners of universal policies had eroded their cash values for years in order 

to fund the future premiums. With dwindling cash values and premiums that doubled and tripled 

due to the artificially low interest rate environment, universal policies began to lapse at record 

rates.  

 

The Value of Regular Inforce Illustrations 

So should consumers avoid universal life insurance all together? The answer is no. To be clear, the 

intention of this article is not to denigrate the appeal or use of universal policies in an absolute 

sense.  

For one, "guaranteed universal," or "second to die" policies are often the most cost effective type of 

policy to use for estate planning purposes. If interest rates steadily rise, it *may* be a good time to 

consider universal life insurance assuming one is aware of the risks. There are many ways to       

prevent the lapse of a universal policy, which exclude paying the much higher premium.  

How does one prevent the lapse and avoid paying a higher premium? The answer is to take a       

proactive approach. Changes to interest rates, inflation, tax rates, and life expectancy all suggest that 
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Universal Life Insurance in a Low Rate Environment 
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a financial planner review your life insurance policy once every three years. An inforce illustration - 

which can be ordered directly from the insurance company provided to your financial adviser - is 

the most fundamental tool to review your life insurance policy. 

The inforce illustration will first and foremost provide transparency about the basic nuts and bolts 

of your policy. According to one survey funded by Lend EDU, while 54% of Americans own life     

insurance, 33% indicated that they do not understand the mechanics of their policy.4 

An inforce illustration will also identify several inflection points that may pose problems 

for universal policies. These inflection points include but are not limited to: lower actuarial interest 

rate crediting than initially assumed, lower than anticipated portfolio performance, increases in 

cost of insurance, excessive withdrawals, existence of policy loans, unpaid premiums, low internal 

rates of return, and increased premium rates. 

Last, and most importantly, an inforce illustration can provide the financial planner with the         

answers needed to prevent the lapse of your policy. Some of these options may be to: reduce the 

face amount, convert to a guaranteed paid up policy (lower death benefit), 1035 tax-free exchange, 

swap for a life-settlement option, or donate the policy for a charitable deduction.5 Had my new    

client been proactive with her insurance policy over the years and requested an inforce illustration, 

she may have been able to take steps to mitigate the shock she received when I reviewed the policy. 

So if  you too have a universal life policy, heed this client’s experience and discuss an inforce         

illustration with your advisor today.   
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Leann received her degree in Humanities with a Minor in Criminal Justice from San 

Jose State University. After initially working as a counselor at the San Mateo County 

Juvenile Detention Center out of college, Leann moved to the financial services    

industry. First at Franklin Templeton Investments, she became an expert in Estate 

Processing and Trust Administration. Leann continued her career at Smith Barney 

where she further strengthened her knowledge of back office operations. Later she became a    

member of the operations team at Citigroup’s Corporate Stock Plan Services division at the height of 

the dot.com era. She became an expert in wire transfers, new accounts, DTC deliveries and stock 

option vesting and exercise. Subsequently at Citigroup, she worked with fee based clients and    

managed accounts. 

One of the reasons Leann is a great fit with Osborne Partners is due to her philosophy of client     

service:  

The best client service comes from knowing your client, identifying their needs and exceeding            

expectations. Excellence of service is achieved when you have earned your clients’ trust through         

reliability, assurance, empathy, responsiveness and quality communication.    

Leann’s experience, skillset, and philosophy of service led her to Osborne Partners at the perfect 

time. She joined the team in the Fall of 2018. She’s enjoyed meeting clients and is looking forward to 

the great year ahead. 

When she’s not busy at work (which is most of the time), Leann likes to bowl and play tennis. She 

enjoys beading decorative pieces of art with Swarovski Crystals and creating abstract paintings 

through acrylic pouring. She loves spending time with her family. She’s also a huge fan of the Golden 

State Warriors. She was born in San Francisco and raised in San Mateo, where she still lives.  
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The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC as of the date of the material and is subject to 

change without notice.  None of the data presented herein constitutes a recommendation or solicitation to invest in any particular investment 

strategy and should not be relied upon in making an investment decision.  There is no guarantee that the investment strategies presented 

herein will work under all market conditions and investors should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term. Each investor should select 

asset classes for investment based on his/her own goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. The information contained in this report is for infor-

mation purposes only and should not be deemed investment advice.  Although information has been obtained from and is based upon sources 

Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and the information may be incomplete or 

condensed. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment is the possibility of loss.  Osborne Partners Capital 

Management, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax and legal advisors regarding your personal circumstances. 

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered 

CFP (with flame design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification re-

quirements. 

580 California Street, Suite 1900       

San Francisco, CA 94104 

Phone: (415) 362-5637 

Fax: (415) 362-5996 

 

 

    535 Middlefield Road, Suite 160 

    Menlo Park, CA 94025 

     Phone: (650) 854-5100 

   Fax: (650) 854-5661 

 Contact Us:  

E-mail: info@osbornepartners.com 

Phone: (800) 362-7734 

www.osbornepartners.com 

Locations: 

Our updated ADV is available upon request and on the online OPCM client portal.  

Referrals of your friends and family are the greatest compliments we can receive.  If you 

know of anyone who can benefit from our unique combination of investment management 

and active financial planning, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

http://www.osbornepartners.com

